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Towards AI strategy 
in EU and Finland



We will utilize artificial intelligence
boldly and ethically in all fields of 
society.

Safe and democratic society offering
the world’s best services.

Finland in the age of artificial
intelligence
Wellbeing for citizens and growth and 
development opportunities for 
businesses.

Artificial intelligence renews work
and creates wellbeing through growth
and productivity.



Turning Finland into a leading country in the 
application of artificial intelligence
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Enhancement of business 
competitiveness through 
the use of AI
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Effective utilisation of data in all 
sectors

Ensure AI can be adopted more 
quickly and easily

Ensure top-level expertise and 
attract top experts

Make bold decisions and 
investments

Build the world’s best public 
services

Establish new models for 
collaboration

Make Finland a frontrunner in AI
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Way of working: 
Networks + modern public private 
partnerships.

AI 
Accelerator
Technology industries
of Finland + TEM

One Sea
autonomous
maritime
ecosystem
Companies and public
sector togther through
DIMECC

Elements of 
AI MOOC
University of Helsinki 
+ Reaktor



Five EU Member States have
targeted AI strategies in place.
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FI

Finland’s
AI Strategy
October)

DK

FR EU SW EU

DE

Germany’s
AI Strategy
(December)

EU 
Coordinated
action plan
(December)

Sweden’s
AI Strategy
(May)

Communic
ation on AI
(April)

France’s
AI 
Strategy
(March)

AI at the
Service of 
Citizens
(March)

UK

UK AI 
Sector
deal
(April)

Sources: European Commission, Tim Dutton

2017 2018

FI

DK

FR
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AI Finland is active on EU level.
We are shaping the shared
European AI agenda.

Digitizing European 
Industries working group

-
Drafts European strategy on AI

AI High-Level Expert Group 
-

Creates ethical guidelines on AI 
and recommendations on 

competitiveness

Finland’s EU presidency
-

Starting 7/2019)



Networks of European AI 
research excellence centres

Establishing world-reference 
testing facilities

Source: McKinsey

Accelerating AI take-up through 
Digital Innovation Hubs



We need to modernize education for AI Era.

Accelerating reskilling and upskilling is vital 
for a successful transformation.



Ensuring an appropriate ethical and legal 
framework,
for citizens to trust AI and for companies to 
take up business opportunities.
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France-Finland bilateral
cooperation on AI 

August 2018 - France-Finland cooperation 
agreement on AI was signed in Helsinki

Finding common priorities and solutions 
for Europe is vital.

We commit to bilateral cooperation on 
artificial intelligence focusing on priority 
areas:
1. Digital renewal of industry
2. Healthcare
3. Future Mobility
4. Start-up ecosystems
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AI Finland to publish final
report in March 2019. 
Our work on AI is just starting.

What did we accomplish?
AI era Finland 2025 – what will it be like?
What should we do next?



The way we approach AI will define 
the world we live in.


